Orienting of attention in left unilateral neglect
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Abstract

After right posterior brain damage, patients may ignore events occurring on their left, a condition known as unilateral neglect. Although deficits at different levels of impairment may be at work in different patients, the frequency and severity of attentional problems in neglect patients have been repeatedly underlined. Recent advances in the knowledge of the mechanisms of spatial attention in normals may help characterizing these deficits. The present review focuses on studies exploring several aspect of attentional processing in unilateral neglect, with particular reference to the dichotomy between ‘exogenous’, or stimulus-related, and ‘endogenous’, or strategy-driven, orienting of attention. A large amount of neuropsychological evidence suggests that a basic mechanism leading to left neglect behavior is an impaired exogenous orienting toward left-sided targets. In contrast, endogenous processes seem to be relatively preserved, if slowed, in left unilateral neglect. Other component deficits, such as a general slowing of the operations of spatial attention, might contribute to neglect behavior. These results are presented and discussed, and their implications for hemispheric specialization in attentional orienting and for the mechanisms of visual consciousness are explored. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Left unilateral neglect is a severe disabling condition resulting from right-hemisphere damage, usually centered on the inferior parietal lobule [1] or on the superior temporal lobe [2]. Neglect patients ignore events occurring on their left (Fig. 1), sometimes to the dramatic extent of ‘forgetting’ to eat from the left part of their dish or of bumping into obstacles situated on their left.

Unilateral neglect negatively affects patients’ motor recovery [3] and social rehabilitation. Deficits at different levels of impairment may be at work in different patients; however, the frequency and severity of attentional problems in neglect patients have been repeatedly underlined [4]. A precise characterization of these deficits can shed light on how brain mechanisms process spatial information, and is necessary in order to devise rational strategies of rehabilitation. Recent advances in the knowledge of the mechanisms of spatial attention in normals may help to characterize these deficits. The present review focuses on studies which explore several aspects of attentional processing in unilateral neglect, with particular reference to the dichotomy between ‘exogenous’, or stimulus-related, and ‘endogenous’, or strategy-driven, orienting of attention. With reference to this distinction, Gainotti suggested that a basic mechanism leading to left neglect behavior might be a relatively selective deficit of exogenous orienting towards left-sided targets [5,6]. A large amount of neuropsychological evidence is now available which is consistent with this proposal. Moreover, a number of studies have shown that endogenous processes are relatively preserved, if slowed, in left unilateral neglect. The present review aims at discussing these results and at exploring the implications of such a model of left neglect for hemispheric specialization for attentional orienting and for the mechanisms of visual consciousness.

2. Varieties of attention

The concept of attention refers to a heterogeneous set of processes that aim to maintain coherent behavior in the face of irrelevant distractions. James [7] observed that “my experience is what I agree to attend to... Without selective interest, experience is an utter chaos” (p. 402). In a recent review, Parasuraman [8] identified at least three independent but interacting components of attention: (1) selection, that is, mechanisms determining more extensive processing of some input rather than other; (2) vigilance, the capacity of sustaining attention over time; (3) control, the ability of planning and coordinating different activities.

Most attentional accounts of neglect postulate a problem in spatial orienting of selective attention. The concept of spatial selective attention refers operationally to the advantage in speed and accuracy of processing for objects lying in attended regions of space as compared to objects located in non-attended regions [9,10]. Even very simple artificial organisms display orienting behavior when their processing resources are insufficient to process the whole visual scene in parallel [11]. In addition to impairments of spatial selective attention mechanisms, also non-spatial attentional deficits have been described in unilateral neglect (Section 4.5).

2.1. Selective attention

Our visual system is overloaded constantly with information from the environment, hence the advantage of efficient selective mechanisms for directing resources towards relevant stimuli (see Refs. [12,13] for some logical and philosophical problems concerning selective attention and their possible solutions). When several events compete for limited processing capacity and control of behavior, attentional selection may resolve the competition. In their influential neurocognitive model of selective attention, Desimone and Duncan [14] proposed that competition is biased towards some stimuli over others. Two types of processes determine this bias: bottom-up processes are related to the sensory salience of stimuli; top-down processes result from the current behavioral goals. Thus, in the Desimone and Duncan [14] model of selective attention, a fundamental distinction is made between
behavior. With reference to the previously noted needs for responding to novelty while resisting to distraction, exogenous orienting processes are good candidates for being involved in drawing attention to novel events [19,20], both by enhancing the perceptual discrimination of the attended object [21] and by inhibiting repeated orientations towards the same object (inhibition of return (IOR): see Section 2.3). Endogenous orienting processes, on the other hand, would be responsible for directing the organism’s attention towards its target despite the presence of distractors in the environment [22].

The phenomenological dichotomy between exogenous and endogenous orienting received strong experimental support from the Posner reaction time (RT) paradigm, as reviewed in Section 2.3.

2.3. The Posner paradigm

Attention can be oriented in space overtly, when eye and head movements align the fovea with the attended region, or covertly, in the absence of such movements. Posner and co-workers (see Ref. [9] for review) developed a manual RT paradigm to study the covert orienting of attention. Subjects are presented with three horizontally arranged boxes. They fixate the central box and respond by pressing a key to a target (an asterisk) appearing in one of two lateral boxes. The target is preceded by a cue indicating one of the two lateral boxes. Cues can be either central (an arrow presented in the central box), or peripheral (a brief brightening of one peripheral box). Valid cues correctly predict the box in which the target will appear, whereas invalid cues indicate the wrong box. Normal subjects usually show an advantage of valid cue–target trials as compared to invalid trials (cue validity effect). This suggests that the cue prompts an attentional orienting towards the cued location, which speeds up the processing of targets appearing in that region and slows down responses to targets appearing in other locations.

In this paradigm, it is often the case that a large majority (e.g. 80%) of cues are valid; in this case, cues are said to be informative of the future placement of the target. Alternatively, cues may be non-informative, when targets can appear with equal probabilities in the cued or in the uncued location. Peripheral non-informative cues attract attention automatically, or exogenously [23,24]. This exogenous attentional shift (revealed by a cue validity effect) is typically observed only for short stimulus-onset asynchronies (SOAs) between cue and target. For SOAs longer than ~300 ms, uncued targets evoke faster responses than cued targets [25–27], as if attention was inhibited from returning to previously explored objects. This phenomenon is known as IOR [28], and is often interpreted as reflecting a mechanism which promotes the exploration of the visual scene by inhibiting repeated orientations toward the same locations [26,29]. When peripheral informative cues are used, the cue validity effect persists even at longer SOAs,
thus suggesting that the initial exogenous shift is later replaced by a more controlled, endogenous shift towards the same location [30] (Fig. 2).

This endogenous shift would be motivated by strategic considerations, because subjects know that targets will appear with high probability at the cue location. Recent evidence suggests that this knowledge need not be explicitly acknowledged in the form of a verbal report [31,32], despite the traditional characterization of endogenous orienting as voluntary. The absence of an explicit verbal report, however, does not necessarily imply that the relevant processes are ‘unconscious’ [33,34].

Exogenous, or stimulus-dependent, and endogenous, or strategy-driven, mechanisms of attentional orienting are thus qualitatively different, though highly interactive, processes [24,30,35–37]. Any plausible computational model of attention has to include these two aspects of attentional orienting [38].

2.4. Orienting of attention to visual objects

Other studies highlighted the fact that attention cannot only be directed to a region of space, but also (and perhaps more importantly) to visual objects in space. For example, when normal subjects see a rectangle with a line struck through it, they can more easily report two attributes if they belong to the same object (e.g. if the line is dashed and tilted), than if they belong to two different objects (e.g. if the rectangle has a gap and the line is dotted), notwithstanding the fact that the two objects appear in the same spatial region [39]. In such a scenario, objects would be pre-attentively defined in the space array (but see Section 2.5 and Ref. [40] for the poor perceptual characteristics of ‘preattentive’ objects), and attention would then prompt selection of an entire object, and not of its spatial location. The demonstration that attention is directed to objects in space has since been confirmed by many studies (reviewed in Ref. [16]). As a matter of fact, normal observers find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to covertly attend to a ‘blank’ region of space, where no object is present (see Experiment 2 in Ref. [21]). Object-based allocation of attention seems particularly sensitive to exogenous cues [18].

Thus, exogenous orienting might have a role in constituting an object as a distinct perceptual entity, which in turn can be the target of further attentional orienting, in order, for example, to be identified or discriminated from other objects.

2.5. Attention and visual object recognition

Treisman and co-workers [41–43] employed a paradigm substantially different from Posner’s spatial cuing. They asked participants to search for a target among distractors presented in visual display. Results showed that the time for target detection increased substantially with the number of distractors if the target/distractor discrimination involved a conjunction of features (e.g. B/P). On the other hand, if the task required the simple detection of a discriminating feature (e.g. P/R, in which a diagonal line is present only in R), this display size effect was much less marked. In Treisman’s theoretical framework, this pattern of results indicates that feature conjunction demands focal attention, whose involvement results in a serial search (one item at a time). When a single feature is sufficient to identify the target, the visual system can resort to a parallel search because focal attention is not needed. Global attention to the scene as a whole is enough for feature detection [44]. Efforts have been made to integrate Treisman’s concept of attention as a ‘glue’ binding different object features with Posner’s idea of attention as a ‘beam’ illuminating a region of space [35]. Interestingly, evidence suggests that what seems to integrate features is exogenously oriented attention; endogenous attentional shifts seem to have less effect on feature conjunction. In Briand and Klein’s study [35], participants searched for a target letter (R) with distractor letters that either could give rise to illusory conjunctions (PQ) or not (PB). Results showed that orienting attention in response to central cues (endogenous orienting) showed similar effects for both conjunction and feature search. However, when attention was oriented with peripheral visual cues (exogenous orienting), conjunction search showed larger effects of attention than did feature search (these results were later replicated by Briand [37] with colored forms). The authors concluded that only the attentional systems driven by exogenous orienting have a role in feature integration. These findings suggest that exogenous orienting might play a crucial role in the very constitution of a visual object or, in Kahneman and Treisman’s terminology, in the organization of the episodic representations called ‘object files’ or ‘tokens’ [18,45–47]. On the other hand, Klein [36] argued that endogenous orienting might play a role in earlier stages of perception, such as feature extraction, and in later stages, such as response selection (see also Ref. [48]). Theeuws et al. [49] refined these notions by showing that a validity effect of exogenous cues may occur even for single, ‘pop-out’ features. The absence of a display size effects for these targets suggests that search is performed in parallel across the entire display, and is not capacity-limited [42]. Thus, Theeuws et al.’s [49] results suggest a role for exogenous orienting of attention also in the earliest stages of perception, such as the detection of elementary features.

3. Accounts of left unilateral neglect

Even a superficial consideration of left neglect behavior immediately suggests that these patients have problems in orienting their attention toward the left side. However, a number of different hypotheses have been proposed to explain left neglect and there is no consensus about its causal mechanisms [50]. In a putative ‘sensation-to-action’ sequence [4], accounts of left neglect can be schematically
summarized as a visual sensory deficit [51], an amputation [52] or distortion [53] of a mental representation of space, a rightward shift of an egocentric frame of reference [54,55], an attentional asymmetry penalizing left events [56] or favoring right-sided ones [57] or a difficulty in programming left-directed movements [58]. Although different impairments may be at work in different neglect patients, some considerations seem to suggest that attentional impairments play a crucial role in most patients, thus justifying the naïve impression that one may get from observing neglect patients’ behavior. Considering, for example, the sensory modalities of expression of neglect, evidence indicates that, although neglect is by no means exclusive to visually presented material (which by itself challenges explanations based on a unimodal sensory deficit [51]), when patients’ performance in tactile or imagery tests is directly compared with their performance in visuospatial tests, neglect usually results more common and severe for visual than for nonvisual stimuli, as tactile [59–61] or imagined [62] events. Also for auditory neglect, it has been shown that blindfolding improves the ability of neglect patients to correctly localize sound stimuli originating on the left [63]. Thus, one can conclude that visually presented stimuli exacerbate neglect [64].

This characteristic of neglect behavior closely parallels the properties of attentional processes. For example, costs and benefits provided by cues are maximal for visual targets and decrease for tactile and even more for acoustic targets [65]. This is perhaps related to the topographical organization of the visual system, which might emphasize the spatial aspects of cueing (see Ref.[66]). Moreover, the organization of the oculomotor system, with the possibility of rapidly bringing into foveal vision objects to be identified, calls for an efficient interface with the perceptual system. Seeing an object ‘out of the corner of the eye’ typically induces movements of the eyes and of the head to align the object with the retinal fovea, the region with the highest spatial definition for visual identification. The anisometry of the sensory surface, with a region (the fovea) which is much more sensitive than others, prompts the need for orienting movements to align the sensory input with this region. These characteristics are much less evident in other sensory systems. These considerations are strong arguments in favor of the role of attentional processes in the determinism of neglect. For example, a defective conceptualization of an hemispace [52,67–70], or a shift of the egocentric frame of reference [54,55], would have little reason to express themselves more in the visual than in the tactile or in the acoustic space.

But the mere statement that neglect patients suffer from attentional impairments adds little to the understanding of this dramatic condition. Attempts at further specifying the number and the nature of attentional impairments in neglect led to the proposal of a variety of different attentional mechanisms of left neglect. Thus, it has been suggested, for example, that left neglect essentially results from a rightward attentional bias [57] (perhaps in the context of a specialization of the right hemisphere for ‘global’ processing and of the left hemisphere for ‘focal’ processing [71]), from a deficit in disengaging attention from the right side to re-orient it to the left side [72,73], or from a deficit in orienting attention to the left contralesional hemisphere [74]. These attentional impairments may express themselves in a scene- or an object-based frame of reference. Finally, also nonlateralized attentional impairments are thought to contribute to neglect behavior [75]. These different attentional accounts of left neglect are presented and discussed in Section 4.

4. Attentional disorders in left unilateral neglect

4.1. A rightward attentional bias in left neglect

A well-articulated account of neglect based on orienting of attention is the opponent processor model [57,76–78]. This model draws upon the very general biological evidence that reciprocally inhibiting opponent systems are an evolutionary advantageous way of solving the problem of deciding whether to turn right or left. The dominant system would achieve its goal of turning the organism by progressively inhibiting its contralateral counterpart. A first assumption of the opponent processor model is that each hemisphere shifts attention toward the contralateral hemisphere by inhibiting the other hemisphere. A second assumption is that in the normal brain there is a tendency to rightward orienting supported by the left hemisphere, which has a stronger orienting tendency than the right hemisphere. Right-hemisphere lesions, by disinhibiting the left hemisphere, exaggerate this physiological rightward bias, thus giving rise to left neglect. Left neglect does not reflect an attentional deficit, but an attentional bias consisting of enhanced attention to the right. The verbal interaction between patient and examiner would further enhance left neglect by further activating the already disinhibited left hemisphere. Furthermore, left neglect patients would suffer from an abnormally tight focus of attention, which would deprive them of the possibility of a more general overview of the visual scene [78]. Right neglect would rarely be observed because much larger lesions of the left hemisphere are needed to overcome its stronger tendency to rightward orienting, and because the verbal exchanges with the examiner would now work in the opposite direction, thus minimizing right neglect.

This latter aspect of the model seems at variance with the common observation of neglect signs in everyday situations, when no verbal exchange takes place. Also, the basic assumptions of the opponent processing model about the functional organization of the brain hemispheres have been questioned. First, while the concept of mutually inhibitory lateral structures appears adequate to describe the mode of functioning of subcortical structures like the
superior colliculi, it looks as an excessive simplification of the relationship of structures much more complex as the cerebral hemispheres (among other considerations, callosal connections seem prevalently excitatory, and not inhibitory, in nature, see Ref. [79]). Moreover, the assumption of a left hemispheric dominance for attentional orienting seems challenged by PET data showing a preferential involvement of the right parietal lobe for both left- and right-sided attentional shifts, whereas the left parietal lobe is only activated by shifts in the right hemifield [80], and by ERP results suggesting that the right hemisphere is activated earlier than the left in visual perception [81].

Despite these problems, other aspects of the opponent processor model appeared to be confirmed by subsequent empirical evidence. For example, a patient who showed a severe left neglect following a first right-sided parietal infarct abruptly recovered from neglect 10 days later, when he suffered from a second, left side infarct in the dorsolateral frontal cortex [82]. However, inferences from this case report must be prudent. All the case history took place in the acute phase of the disease, when transient phenomena of neural depression in areas remote from the lesion [83] render difficult any firm conclusions about the effect of anatomical damage. As the authors reported, the second stroke induced a tonic leftward deviation of head and gaze; this occurrence might have contributed to minimizing left neglect signs, similarly to the effects of vestibular or optokinetic stimulations (see Refs. [84,85] for review and discussion of these stimulations).

The crucial mechanisms of left neglect according to the opponent processor model is a rightward attentional bias. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that patients do not simply neglect left objects, but are attracted by right ones. In an ingenious variant of the line cancellation task, Mark et al. [86] had 10 patients with left neglect erase lines or draw over them with a pencil mark, and found lesser neglect in the ‘erase’ than in the ‘draw’ condition. Mark et al. concluded that right-sided lines attracted patients’ attention when they were crossed by a pencil mark, whereas rendering these lines invisible by erasing them obviously nullified this effect, thus decreasing neglect. Similarly, Marshall and Halligan [87] reported that targets could be omitted in a shape cancellation task independently of their position with respect of the midsagittal plane, and concluded that ‘right attentional capture’ might be a better description of patients’ performance than ‘left neglect’.

An important marker of the direction of attention is the position of gaze. While attention can be shifted while maintaining fixation [9], a gaze shift usually corresponds to an analogous shift in visual attention [88–90]. Brain lesions often induce a conjugated shift of gaze toward the side of the lesion. De Renzi et al. [91] importantly demonstrated that gaze deviation does not occur with equal frequency after left- and right-hemisphere lesions, but preferentially occurs after posterior lesions of the right hemisphere, and is often associated with left neglect, again suggesting that a rightward attentional bias is an important component of left neglect. Neglect patients are indeed prone to orient their gaze toward the rightmost stimulus as soon as the visual scene unfolds [92]. This observation is reminiscent of the ‘magnetic attraction’ of gaze, originally described by Cohn [93] in hemianopic patients. This phenomenon can be observed during the clinical test of the visual fields by the confrontation method: as soon as the examiner outstretches her arms in the patient’s visual fields, before the actual administration of stimuli, the patient compulsively looks at the hand on the right. Also this phenomenon, which can be considered as a lesser degree of tonic gaze paresis, is strictly associated with right-hemisphere lesions and left neglect (Experiment 1 in Ref. [5]). Moreover, RBD patients typically begin from the right side their exploration of a complex stimulus array (Experiment 2 in Ref. [5]), again suggesting an initial rightward attentional orienting, whereas normal controls and LBD patients start from the left. This set of phenomena may easily explain why neglect, even if it is not exclusive for visually presented material, is nevertheless exacerbated by the presence of visual stimuli. Under visual control, attention might be captured and maintained in the right hemispace by visual objects, thus increasing neglect for the left side. The absence of visual control would improve performance by eliminating this attentional capture exerted by right-sided visual stimuli. In this sense, right-sided external percepts might be more ‘sticky’ than, for example, internally generated mental images [94].

Therefore, an important question raised by these findings is the following: does the rightward bias reflect enhanced attention to the right (resulting from a left-hemisphere release from right-hemisphere inhibition), as postulated by the opponent processor model? Ládavas et al. [95] found that patients with left neglect responded faster to right-sided than to left-sided targets, even when all the stimuli were presented in the right visual field. RBD patients without neglect, on the contrary, were faster for left-sided than for right-sided stimuli, presumably because left targets appeared closer to the fovea. This finding is consistent with the opponent processor model, which holds that there is no special status for the patient’s sagittal midline for dividing the attended from the neglected parts of space. In other words, independent of its absolute position, any object is likely to be neglected if it is ‘left of’ some other object that attract patients’ attention [87]. Of particular interest is the finding by Ládavas et al. [95] that neglect patients’ response times for right targets were faster than those of RBD patients without neglect. Neglect patients’ attention for right targets seemed thus enhanced with respect to RBD control patients, consistent with the opponent processor model. As Ládavas et al. [95] pointed out, according to this model neglect patients should be faster for right-sided stimuli even with respect to normal individuals without brain damage; this, however, would be an unlikely result, given that right brain lesions cause a deficit in arousal [96]. Indeed, subsequent RT studies [97–101] invariably found that left neglect
patients were slower than normal controls when responding to right (ipsilesional) stimuli (Fig. 6). Recent evidence [102] indicates that this slowing for ipsilesional targets does not simply reflect a non-specific arousal deficit, but is strictly related to the severity of left neglect. The manual response times to lateralized visual stimuli of 24 left-neglect patients were plotted against a laterality score measuring their neglect independent of the overall level of performance. That is, for example, right-sided omissions in cancellation tests with equal number of left omissions would decrease the amount of the score; thus, a non-lateralized pattern of omissions in paper-and-pencil tests, such as the one expected with a non-specific arousal deficit, would not inflate the score.

Results (Fig. 3) showed that not only RTs to left targets, but also RTs to right targets increased with increasing neglect, contrary to the opponent processor model, which would have rather predicted a progressive decrease of RTs to right targets, reflecting increasing disinhibition of the left hemisphere. The two regression lines were not, however, parallel. With increasing neglect, responses to left targets increased more steeply than those to right targets did, suggesting that a rightward attentional bias participates in left neglect. However, this rightward bias seems one of defective, and not enhanced, attention.

That left neglect does not result from a hyperactive left hemisphere is also suggested by functional brain imaging studies of diachisis in left neglect [103–105], which demonstrate a widespread hypometabolism in both the lesioned and the intact hemisphere. Recovery from neglect seems to correlate with restoration of normal metabolism not only in the unaffected regions of the right hemisphere, but also in the left hemisphere [104,105]. An increase of neural activity, metabolism and perfusion in the unaffected hemisphere seems indeed a general mechanism of prolonged recovery from neurological and neuropsychological impairments after unilateral strokes [83].

4.2. A directional deficit of disengaging attention

Posner et al. [72] had six RBD and seven LBD patients with predominantly parietal lesions perform the cued detection task described in Section 2.1. Patients were disproportionately slow when a contralateral target was preceded by an ipsilesional (invalid) cue. This RT pattern was present in both RBD and LBD patients, but considerably larger in RBD patients, and evident with both central cues (arrow) and peripheral cues (brightening of the box). Posner et al. [72] argued that this effect, reminiscent of extinction of contralateral stimuli in double visual stimulation, resulted from an impaired disengagement of attention from the ipsilesional side. The amount of the observed RT effect correlated significantly with the extension of lesion in the superior parietal lobe. Note, however, that in a subsequent study, Friedrich et al. [106] compared patients with chronic lesions of the superior parietal lobe with patients with lesions of the temporal–parietal junction, all without clinical signs of neglect or extinction, and found an extinction-like RT pattern only for the temporal–parietal group. Because control patients with frontal or temporal lesions did not present this ‘extinction-like’ RT pattern, Posner et al. [72] concluded that an important role of each parietal lobe was one of disengaging attention from previously attended locations in the ipsilateral hemispace. A problem of disengagement from ipsilesional stimuli could in principle explain some aspects of neglect, such as the failure to explore the contralateral parts of a cancellation test. However, the parietal patients in the Posner et al.’s study [72] showed little or no contralateral neglect (no neglect in five patients, minimal neglect in two, mild in five and moderate in one). Thus, in this study there was no direct evidence for a relationship between the observed extinction-like RT pattern and neglect. This issue was addressed more directly by Morrow and Ratcliffe [73], who tested 12 RBD and 10 LBD patients using a RT paradigm with peripheral cues. All patients had lesions including the parietal lobe, contralesional neglect, or both. Only RBD patients showed a significant extinction-like RT pattern (though LBD patients’ results did go in the same direction (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [73])). For RBD patients, the cost for invalid contralesional targets correlated with a measure of left neglect, thus suggesting a causal relationship between the two phenomena.

Nevertheless, for such a right-disengagement deficit to produce clinical left neglect, attention must logically have been engaged to the right before the occurrence of the disengagement problem [5,107]. D’Erme et al. [97] produced evidence for such an early rightward engagement by manipulating the Posner RT paradigm. As described in Section 2.1, in this paradigm targets appear in boxes displayed to facilitate position expectancy. D’Erme et al.
[24]. Thus, D’Erme et al. [97] proposed that the attentional imbalance in neglect was primarily one of exogenous attention, in keeping with previous similar suggestions based on the apparent ‘automaticity’ of rightward attentional attraction in left neglect [5]. In this last study, two different investigations in unselected groups of patients with right and left brain damage were carried out. The first investigation, conducted to evaluate forms of lateral orienting bias severe enough to provoke an overt gaze deviation, consisted of the systematic assessment of the phenomenon of magnetic gaze attraction (the compulsive tendency to direct one’s gaze to the ipsilesional stimulus upon presentation of bilateral stimuli, see Section 4.1). The second investigation, aimed at detecting milder forms of orienting bias, explored the temporal sequence followed in identifying the pictures displayed in a task requiring identification of overlapping figures, to see if patients tended to identify first figures presented in the half space ipsilateral to the lesion. In both investigations, results consistently showed: (a) that RBD patients tended to initially orient their attention toward the ipsilateral half space more than did LBD patients; (b) that this tendency was generally associated with behavioral manifestations of unilateral neglect. Gainotti and co-workers [5] concluded that left neglect was a multi-component phenomenon, reflecting an initial exogenous orienting of attention toward right events, followed by a difficulty in disengaging attention from these events in order to reorient attention leftward.

The early rightward orientation of attention may be observed as a residual sign of spatial bias in patients who had recovered from left neglect [98,107,108]. Thus, to produce clinical neglect, either the initial rightward orienting bias must be present in a certain critical amount, or it must be accompanied by other component deficits. Concerning this last possibility, the disengagement problem [72,73], subsequent to the early ipsilesional engagement, would seem a good candidate. Patients would be initially attracted by a right-sided object, and would subsequently be

---

**Fig. 4.** Left neglect patients’ cued response times to left and right targets, framed or not by placeholder boxes (based on data in Ref. [97]). Targets were black asterisks (1.29”×0.96”), Cues were empty ellipses (0.65”×0.80”), appearing at one of the two possible target locations.

[97] reasoned that, by analogy with the magnetic attraction phenomenon, the mere appearance on the computer screen of the positional expectancy boxes should elicit a shift of patients’ attention toward the rightmost box. This study contrasted the traditional RT paradigm in which targets appeared in boxes with a condition in which targets appeared in a blank screen, not surrounded by boxes. The presence of the boxes considerably increased the left/right RT difference for neglect patients, as if the right-sided box acted as an invalid cue for left targets (indeed the boxes seemed to induce a stronger extinction-like RT pattern than actual right-sided cues, Fig. 4).

Because the boxes were not informative about the future location of the targets, the type of orienting elicited by the boxes could best be characterized as reflexive, or exogenous, as opposed to the voluntary, or endogenous orienting elicited by central cues or by peripheral informative cues.

---

**Fig. 5.** Response times to pairs of consecutive targets occurring in the same spatial location (left: open symbols, dashed line; right: filled symbols, solid line), for normal controls and patients with lesions in the right hemisphere without or with left neglect. Error bars indicate the s.e.m. (from Ref. [109]).
Fig. 6. Response latencies of normal controls and neglect patients (note the different time scales) for valid and invalid trials on a cued RT task with non-informative peripheral cues (a), 80% valid cues (b), or 80% invalid cues (c). SOA, stimulus-onset asynchrony (based on data in Ref. [100]).

unable to rapidly remobilize their attention from that location. However, the disengagement problem has been demonstrated in patients without clinical signs of neglect [106]. It remains to understand, therefore, the conditions under which these impairments do or do not produce clinical neglect. Perhaps, these depend in a quantitative manner on the severity of deficit. This is suggested by the correlation between the amount of extinction-like RT pattern and the severity of neglect [73]. Alternatively or in addition, other deficits could add to those described in order to produce a clinically evident spatial bias. For example, preliminary results seem to suggest that IOR (Section 2.3) does not work properly in neglect. Left neglect patients seem to show facilitation, instead of normal inhibition, for repeated events occurring on the right, allegedly ‘normal’ side [109] (Fig. 5).

A persisting, unopposed attentional facilitation for right-sided items could explain why neglect patients cannot
explore the remaining portions of space once their attention has been captured by a right-sided object. In addition, the fact that IOR seems to be a phenomenon exclusive of exogenous orienting [25] further suggests that this form of orienting is particularly impaired in left unilateral neglect.

In a recent meta-analysis of results obtained in brain-damaged patients with the Posner paradigm, Losier and Klein [110] took advantage of the greater statistical power of the cumulated evidence from several studies, and concluded that (1) the disengage deficit is robust following peripheral cues, but not following central cues; (2) the disengage deficit is large at shorter SOAs, and decreases as SOA increases; (3) the disengage deficit is larger in patients showing signs of unilateral neglect. The first two characteristics are typical of the operations of exogenous orienting; the third clearly links the disengage deficit to unilateral neglect. Thus, the results of this meta-analysis give strong support to the hypothesis of a bias of exogenous orienting in left neglect. Additional evidence relevant to this issue is summarized in Section 4.3.

4.3. Impaired orienting of attention in neglect: exogenous vs. endogenous

In a study employing simple RTs to lateralized visual stimuli, Smania et al. [101] produced evidence for preserved endogenous orienting in neglect. In this study, neglect patients had faster RTs for both hemifields when the side of stimulus presentation was predictable as compared to the case when stimuli were presented randomly. Ládavas et al. [111] also addressed the issue as to which mode of attentional orienting (exogenous or endogenous) is preferentially biased in left neglect. They noticed that the use of informative cues in the study of Posner et al. [72] made it difficult to discriminate between these two modes of orienting, and contrasted the effects on target detection of central informative cues (an arrow presented near fixation) with that of peripheral non-informative cues (an arrow presented earlier one of the placeholder boxes). Ládavas et al. [111] found that central cues pointing toward the left were able to decrease the number of omissions of left targets in neglect patients (RTs for left targets were not analyzed because of the high rate of omissions, probably resulting from the very short time, 75 ms, of target presentation), whereas peripheral cues presented on the left side had no significant effect on patients’ accuracy. The authors concluded that neglect patients were not able to orient their attention leftward exogenously, but they could do so voluntarily. However, besides their different effects on exogenous and endogenous orienting, central and peripheral cues might act on distinct stages of information processing (an early perceptual stage for peripheral cues, and a late perceptual or a decision stage for central cues [48]), thus rendering difficult any direct comparison between their respective effects on performance. Moreover, in the case of patients suffering from a spatial bias, the different spatial localization of central and peripheral cues may complicate the interpretation of the results.

To investigate exogenous and endogenous orienting in neglect, Bartolomeo et al. [100] employed a Posner-type RT task with exclusively peripheral cues. They studied six patients with right-hemisphere damage and left unilateral neglect and 18 age-matched participants without brain damage. Participants performed three experiments employing a cued RT task to targets, which could appear in one of two lateral boxes. Cues consisted in a brief brightening of the contour of one of the boxes. The target followed the cue at 150, 550, or 1000-ms SOA. In Experiment 1, the cues were not informative about the future location of the target, and thus evoked an exogenous shift of attention towards the cued box [24], particularly at short SOAs [30], in relative independence of endogenous processes. Controls (Fig. 6(a)) showed slowed RTs to the cued locations at longer SOAs, consistent with the notion of IOR (Section 2.3). In agreement with the previous results [109] reviewed in Section 4.2, neglect patients had no evidence of IOR for right targets; they showed a disproportionate cost for left targets preceded by right (invalid) cues; this cost was maximal at the shortest SOA, consistent with the idea of a biased exogenous orienting in neglect (Fig. 6(a)).

In Experiment 2, cues predicted the future location of the target with 80% accuracy, thus evoking an exogenous orienting of attention at short SOAs and an endogenous orienting at long SOAs [30]. Neglect patients (Fig. 6(b)) showed again a cost for left invalidly cued targets, which this time persisted at SOAs > 150 ms, as if patients’ attention had been cued to the right side not only exogenously, but also endogenously, thus rendering more difficult an endogenous reorienting toward the left. In Experiment 3, most cues (80%) were invalid, and predicted that the target would appear in the box opposite to that cued. In this situation, cues should normally prompt an initial exogenous orienting toward the cued box, later followed by an inhibition of this exogenous shift, to be replaced by an endogenous shift towards the uncued box [112]. Thus, for long enough SOAs this condition explores endogenous orienting in relative isolation. Controls (Fig. 6(c)) were able to take advantage of invalid cues to rapidly respond to targets. Neglect patients (Fig. 6(c)) were remarkably able to nullify their spatial asymmetry; they achieved their fastest RTs to left targets, which were in the range of their RTs to right targets. However for neglect patients, fast responses to left targets occurred only at 1000-ms SOA, while controls were able to redirect their attention to the uncued box already at 550-ms SOA. Altogether, these results indicate that endogenous orienting is relatively spared, if slowed, in unilateral neglect, whereas exogenous orienting appears heavily biased toward the right side. The slowing of endogenous processes in neglect might result from the general slowing of attentional operation in this condition (Section 4.5). As a corollary, the results of this study suggested an
attention was exogenously diverted away from the target. The phenomenon of space-based variability has implications for current models of left unilateral neglect. It does not agree with models based on a rightward shift of a reference frame for space exploration [55], which would predict, rather, impaired but stable performance for left targets. Also models based on an amputation [69] or on a distortion [53,115] of a mental representation of space seem unlikely to readily explain such variability. A distorted spatial representation, for example, would be expected to impair performance on the left side, but it should not increase variability, because stimuli arising in a given location would always fall in the same place on the (distorted) representational medium, thus presumably always evoking the same response. Thus, the phenomenon of space-based variability also supports models of left neglect based on a primarily exogenous attentional asymmetry.

Results from experimental tasks other than the Posner paradigm seems to converge in indicating an essentially stimulus-based bias, with relatively preserved top-down control, in unilateral neglect. Duncan et al. [116] explored neglect patients’ behavior in terms of Bundesen’s Theory of Visual Attention [117]. Duncan et al. [116] tested nine patients with lesions affecting the right parietal lobe and variable left unilateral neglect (which was absent in two patients and resolving in one). Patients were shown letters briefly presented in bilaterally arranged arrays and had to report either all of the letters or only those letters in a pre-specified color. Patients not only often failed to report left-sided letters (as was expected), but also, they failed to report right-sided ones, albeit to a lesser extent. This result is consistent with the notion of a non-lateralized attentional impairment (Section 4.5). However, when target letters were defined by color, patients’ capacity of discriminating targets from non-targets was similar to controls’, independent of the side of presentation. In other words, target letters received attentional priority over non-targets even on the neglected side, thus indicating an unexpected, bilateral preservation of top-down attentional control in neglect patients. Duncan et al. [116] recalled that top-down control is often associated with frontal lobe function. This might explain its preservation in patients with predominantly posterior lesions. Alternatively, a left-hemisphere superiority for selective attention, recently suggested by results obtained by Chokron et al. [118] using a visual detection paradigm [119], might account for its preservation in RBD patients.

Accounts of neglect based on an orienting of attention, though undoubtedly in need of further specification, seem consistent with several neglect phenomena, provided that these accounts are articulated as an association of a number of concurrent deficits. An asymmetry of exogenous orienting, with rightward attentional shifts being easier than leftward shifts, compounded with non-lateralized deficits such as arousal problems, seems to accommodate the experimental evidence coming from most cases of left unilateral neglect.
Danziger et al. [120] obtained results challenging this conclusion, and suggesting that leftward exogenous orienting may be spared in left neglect. They asked two left neglect patients to perform a Posner-type task in which cues and targets could appear in one of four (or six) boxes aligned vertically to the left and right of a central fixation point. Cues consisted of a brightening of either a single box or two boxes bilaterally. There were two conditions. In a first condition, only cues were presented. Patients had to say whether they saw a single cue or two bilateral cues. In a second condition, cues and targets were displayed. Patients had to respond to targets by a keypress. Cues were uninformative about the future location of the target. In the cue-detection condition patients extinguished more than 90% of the left cues on bilateral cueing. Despite this, in the target-detection condition, their responses to validly cued left targets was speeded up by these same bilateral cues. The authors concluded that an unconscious leftward orienting might occur in left neglect. However, it should be noted that the two experimental conditions were not exactly matched for stimulus saliency. Cues were less salient in the cue-detection condition than were cues plus targets for valid trials in the target-detection condition, where temporal and spatial summation of the cue and target energy was likely to occur. As a consequence, validly cued targets were more likely to attract patients’ attention than cues only. This could explain (1) the extinction of most left cues in the cue-detection condition, where there was no asymmetry in stimulus salience between the two bilateral cues, and (2) the validity effect observed for contralateral targets after bilateral cueing in the target-detection condition, where the presentation of left cue plus target in valid trials was more salient than the presentation of the sole target in the invalid condition.

Also problematic for accounts of neglect based on an orienting bias is the fact that, on some occasions, neglect patients do seem to orient toward neglected stimuli, yet fail nonetheless to produce the correct response. For example, Bischi et al. [121] observed neglect patients who occasionally followed with their index finger, the complete contour of a drawing, but failed to notice the details on its left side. When bisecting lines, some patients with left neglect and hemianopia can look at the left part of the line, but this leftward search does not influence the final bisection decision, which remains rightward-biased [122,123]. Similarly, neglect patients may fail to produce the appropriate manual response to left-sided stimuli despite having looked at them [124]. These puzzling patterns of behavior are reminiscent of the possibility that some patients may show an implicit (or ‘covert’) knowledge of otherwise neglected details [125–127], which influence patients’ behavior despite their being unavailable for direct verbal report. Future research should compare more closely the characteristics of ineffective exploratory behavior with those of orienting behavior associated with normal responses.

4.4. Object-based neglect

As mentioned in Section 2.4, spatial attention can perhaps be better described as orienting towards objects in space rather than towards blank regions of space. If neglect results from an attentional impairment, then, it should be possible to observe instances of neglect of the left part of objects, independent of the absolute location of these objects in space. Indeed, when copying drawings consisting of a number of elements arranged horizontally on the sheet (e.g. a landscape with a house and trees), patients sometimes do not neglect the left part of the scene as a whole, but copy only the right part of each element, in a ‘piecemeal’ fashion [128,129], as if an object-based attentional bias were at work. Consistent with this possibility, a patient was found to be impaired in reporting the left-sided details of a vertically elongated shape both when the shape was upright and also when it was tilted by 45° toward the right, so that these details were now on the right with respect to the patient’s sagittal midline [130]. Three other patients showed similar effects when reporting gaps on one side of triangles whose perceived principal axis was manipulated by context [131]. Also, a left-handed patient with left-hemisphere damage and right neglect produced errors on the final part of words, irrespective of whether the words were presented in a horizontal, vertical, or mirror-reversed format [132]. However, Farah et al. [133] found no evidence of object-based neglect in a group of 10 left neglect patients. When identifying single letters scattered over drawings of familiar objects, patients failed to report left-sided letters when the objects were upright, but they correctly reported these same letters when the objects were tilted (but a subsequent reanalysis [134] of Farah et al.’s data indicated that three patients did omit more letters printed on the left side of the object, even when the object was rotated, thus showing evidence of object-based neglect). Behrmann and Moscovitch [135] reasoned that object-based neglect might emerge only for those objects which have an intrinsic handedness, where a vertical reference axis allows the definition of left and right with respect to the object itself [130]. Consistent with this prediction, they demonstrated object-based neglect with upper-case letters presenting a left-right asymmetry (e.g. B, E), but not with symmetrical letters (A, X).

Using another paradigm to demonstrate object-based effects, Behrmann and Tipper [136] had left neglect patients respond to targets appearing inside one of two horizontally aligned circles of different colors. As expected, patients responded faster to right than to left targets (space-based neglect). However, for some patients this effect was reversed when the two circles were connected by a line, like a barbell (thus forming a single perceptual object), and when the barbell rotated by 180° just before the target appeared. In this case, RTs for the targets now on the left side, but appearing in a previously right-sided circle, were faster than RTs for the targets appearing on the right, thus suggesting object-based neglect. In other words, the same
neglect patients could show either space- or object-based neglect depending on the experimental conditions. An implication of these findings is that dissociation in performance of neglect patients does not necessarily indicate different impairments, but perhaps different strategies evoked by the experimental conditions.

How to reconcile object-based neglect with our claim of a deficient exogenous orienting? Here we can offer only a conjectural account. It might be that the spatial grain of the exogenous orienting deficit varies between or even within patients. For example, during recovery from neglect, patients might re-acquire some ability to direct attention leftward. However, when an object is thus selected, its right-sided features might still exogenously attract patients’ attention, sometimes to the point of making patients ignore the left part of the object.

4.5. Non-lateralized attentional impairments

Other component deficits of neglect might not necessarily be lateralized or directional problems. For example, it has been suggested that neglect results not only from an asymmetry in selective spatial attention, but also from impairments in other, non-lateralized attentional components (see the taxonomy in Section 2), such as arousal or vigilance [75]. Such non-lateralized deficits may be invoked to explain the fact that neglect patients are slower than normal individuals when responding to visual targets even in the ipsilesional, non-neglected space. Indeed, this ipsilesional slowing might disappear with recovery of neglect [98]. The normal timing of attentional events also seems to be disrupted in neglect for centrally presented visual stimuli. When normal individuals have to identify two visual events appearing one shortly after another in the same spatial location, the second event goes undetected if presented in a time window of 100–450 ms after the first event (‘attentional blink’ [137]). Husain et al. [138] had eight left neglect patients perform this dual identification task, and found that neglect patients needed about 1.5 s of inter-stimulus interval to detect the second target, thus showing an important slowing of the time to select visual information. Non-lateralized impairments interact with lateralized spatial asymmetry in neglect, as demonstrated by the fact that a warning ‘beep’, which arouses vigilance, is able to decrease visuospatial asymmetry of performance in neglect patients [139]. Phenomena of transcallosal diaschisis [83,140] might constitute the anatomo-functional basis for such non-lateralized impairments.

Non-lateralized attentional impairments could account for the hemispheric asymmetry of unilateral neglect. Right brain damage slows down RTs more than left-hemispheric lesions [96], which can be interpreted as an arousal deficit [141]. The preferential occurrence of a deficit of arousal after right, rather than left, brain damage might be one of the bases of the predominance in frequency and severity of contralesional neglect after right, as opposed to left, hemispheric lesions [56,142]. One could speculate that a unilateral brain lesion generally delays the processing of information coming from the contralesional field. An additional, non-lateralized slowing of attentional operation, resulting from right brain damage, might further hold back the processing of left stimuli, to the point of exceeding a deadline after which this information cannot affect behavior anymore. For example, these added delays might render the time needed to decide whether a left target is in fact present [143] too long to react to it (e.g. by programming a saccade).

5. Impaired exogenous orienting in unilateral neglect: implications for the neural implementation of attentional mechanisms

The proposal that left unilateral neglect primarily results from an asymmetrical exogenous orienting has implications for both the interhemispheric and the intrahemispheric implementation of attentional mechanisms. The importance for attentional orienting of brain regions in the parietal [144,145] and frontal [80,146] lobes has long been known. Gottlieb et al. [147] have recently identified neurons in the macaque lateral intraparietal area which selectively respond to visual stimuli with abrupt onset, a typical feature of attention-capturing stimuli in exogenous orienting [20]. Interestingly, the posterior bank of the intraparietal fissure is one of the main sources of cortical projection to the intermediate and deeper layers of the superior colliculus [148,149], a subcortical structure involved in programming saccades to visual targets. Another phenomenon related to exogenous orienting [25] is IOR. The role of extrageniculate visual pathways, and particularly of the superior colliculus, in mediating this phenomenon is well known [27,150]. A parieto-collicular dysfunction, originating from large lesions encompassing the inferior parietal lobule, could thus be at the basis of the exogenous attentional bias in unilateral neglect (a collicular imbalance in neglect has been suggested by Kinsbourne [77]). Note, however, that mechanisms related to exogenous attentional shifts need not be confined to the parietal lobe. More specifically, the right temporoparietal junction might be concerned with the process of target detection, particularly when targets appear at an unattended location [151], and consequently require an attentional shift in order to be detected. This evidence is consistent with the findings of a disengage deficit in patients with lesions of the temporoparietal junction [106], and of damage to the right superior temporal lobe in a group of patients with left unilateral neglect [2].

The common occurrence of unilateral neglect after right, as opposed to left, hemisphere lesions might suggest a right-hemisphere specialization for exogenous attentional shifts [6]. Another component of attention, arousal, might be disrupted more by right than by left-hemisphere lesions [96,141]. Since, as we have seen, an arousal deficit seems to contribute to neglect behavior [75,102,139], this could be
another basis for the asymmetry of occurrence of neglect after unilateral brain lesions [56,142].

As for endogenous, strategy-driven forms of orienting, Gainotti [6] notes that they are often related to propositional–verbal behavior, and could thus be preferentially mediated by the left hemisphere. Rehabilitation of neglect based on a conscious, verbally induced exploration of the neglected hemispace [152] could indeed draw upon left-hemisphere resources. More specific research on attentional orienting in normal individuals and brain-damaged patients is needed to evaluate this proposal. More generally, the frontal lobes, and particularly their dorsolateral aspects, might be crucial for intentionally direct one’s attention. Patients with frontal damage are impaired in orienting attention in response to central informative cues [153], as well as in executing antisaccades (i.e. saccades toward the direction opposite to an abrupt-onset target [154]). Furthermore, a functional MRI study [155], employing the Posner RT paradigm to identify the brain areas involved in exogenous and endogenous orienting, demonstrated largely overlapping activations in the parietal and dorsal premotor regions for both modes of orienting, except for an activation in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 46), that was exclusive to the endogenous condition. One important aspect of endogenous orienting, that is, likely to be subsumed by frontal cortical areas is the inhibitory suppression of distractor activity [22]. An efficient distractor suppression might be a necessary condition for the production of antisaccades [156], or its covert analogues, i.e. the reorienting of attention away from a peripheral cue (as when most cues are invalid; see, e.g. Experiment 3 in Ref. [100]). These considerations are compatible with a hierarchical model of attentional orienting [142], in which a frontal system controls more posterior areas. This could be the basis for the fact that voluntary control can have a relative influence on exogenous orienting; for example, abrupt onsets of visual stimuli capture attention only when attention is unfocused [19]. Also consistent with these ideas is the proposal [98,157] that frontal cognitive abilities are important for recovery from neglect; this recovery is indeed more rapid in patients without injury to the right frontal cortex [158], and is related to the restoration of metabolism in the ipsi- and contralesional frontal cortices [104,105,159].

6. Impaired exogenous orienting in unilateral neglect: implications for phenomenal consciousness

As mentioned in Section 2.5, attention is thought to be crucial for binding together the different features (color, location, etc.) of an object [44]; in particular, exogenous orienting influences feature detection [49] and binding [35]. Failure to exogenously orient one’s attention toward an object may thus result in incomplete feature processing, which in turn may cause either a complete lack of awareness of the object (whose perception is too inconsistent to be attributed to a specific external source), or fleeting awareness doomed to rapid forgetting [160]. In other words, exogenous orienting might be essential for the constitution of a perceptual object. Indeed, the traditional view that the cognitive operations involved in the constitution of objects as perceptual units requires only pre-attentive processing (see, e.g. Ref. [161]) is increasingly challenged [49,162,163].

It may seem implausible that an asymmetry in exogenous attentional shifts can produce such a profound impairment of visual consciousness as that suffered by neglect patients. Normal individuals, however, also suffer from (less dramatic) forms of neglect, missing salient visual details when their attention is exogenously diverted away from the occurrence of the target event. For example, normal observers may not notice salient changes in a visual scene (e.g. large object shifting or disappearing) when the attention-grabbing capacity of these events is disrupted by the concurrent presentation of distracting material, like ‘mudspashes’ [164], or when observers do not expect to see the change because they are making a difficult perceptual judgment about other elements in the scene [165]. In these ‘change blindness’ experiments, normal observers are totally unaware of an important part of what is going on in their visual field, and often incredulous of having missed such major modifications of the visual scene. One possible mechanism underlying the lack of awareness for events from which attention has been exogenously diverted could be a defective integration of elementary features for these events. If normal individuals can miss salient visual details in experimental situations perturbing exogenous orienting processes, it is perhaps no wonder that brain-damaged patients with disorders of exogenous orienting lack visual awareness for a substantial part of their visual world, sometimes to the point of getting hurt by bumping into left-sided obstacles or of getting lost as a consequence of neglecting left-sided topographical details. The presence of additional attentional disorders, such as those reviewed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, concerning object-based and non-lateralized attentional deficits, can only add to the impairment of visual awareness in these patients.

It is important to note that, although in view of the earlier consideration exogenous orienting of attention appears to be a necessary condition for visual awareness, it seems by no means sufficient for awareness. McCormick [166] demonstrated that exogenous cues presented below a subjective threshold of awareness can capture attention automatically and without awareness. The hemianopic patient GY, who shows blindsight phenomena in his blind visual field [167], presents RT validity effects for cues and targets of which he is not aware [168]. These findings are reminiscent of the ‘covert knowledge’ phenomena described in neglect (Section 4.5), in which some form of orienting toward left-sided objects seems to occur in neglect patients, yet it is insufficient to result in full awareness of these objects.
Drawing on change blindness and other similar phenomena, O’Regan and Noë [169] have recently proposed that visual consciousness is not the result of having built a detailed mental representation of the visual environment, but is nothing over and above the mastery of the laws which govern the sensorimotor contingencies associated with visual exploration. For example, our consciousness of the presence of an object on our left would principally result from our capacity to direct a saccade toward that object. There is no need to build a detailed mental representation of the visual environment, because the visual world is already outside there, each detail being immediately available for visual exploration [170]. We believe that consideration of neglect behavior, through the studies discussed in the present review, lends substantial support to these notions [171]. Much of the empirical evidence reviewed here suggests that a crucial mechanism of this disorder is a directional asymmetry in exogenous orienting of attention. Parietal lesions in the right hemisphere might disrupt to variable extent leftward attentional shifts in the exogenous mode, that is, the capacity of left-sided events to attract patients’ attention when they have to compete with (relatively) right-side events. This disorder might impair the patients’ knowledge of the sensorimotor contingencies associated with leftward orienting. In the terms of the proposal advanced by O’Regan and Noë [169], it is thus not surprising that such an asymmetry in exogenous orienting may entail a dramatic lack of awareness for left-sided events when a concurrent right-sided event grabs patients’ attention. Importantly, neglect patients may benefit from maneuvers, such as active movements of their left limbs [172], or active adaptation to optical prisms that displace the visual scene rightward [173], which might be understood as temporarily restoring patients’ mastery of sensorimotor contingencies associated with leftward orienting. We believe that these notions are promising and convincingly show that converging evidence from experimental psychology and neuropsychology may ultimately allow us to map in detail the ways in which attentional processes constitute ‘the mechanisms of consciousness’ [174].
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